
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

  

 
 

  
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

Habits for a 
Healthy Weight 

Are your children overweight? Whether they need to 
shed just a few pounds or are more seriously overweight, 
there are ways you can help. Consider these ideas to help 
them lose weight while learning healthy eating habits that 
can last a lifetime. 

Track food intake 
Making healthy choices may be easier if your teen knows 

more about his diet right now. Suggest that he keep a food 
diary. In a small notebook or on a computer or phone, he 
can record what he eats, how much, and when. Writing 
down what he eats will encourage him to think about the 
choices he’s making—and seeing the list can be a wake-up 
call in itself. 

Encourage him to look over his entries and reflect on how 
he eats and changes he could make. For instance, maybe he’s 
really hungry after school and has one snack after another 
without stopping to consider whether he’s full. You could sug-
gest that he eat one nutritious, filling snack (say, peanut but-
ter on whole-wheat toast or on an apple), and wait before 
eating more to see if he’s still hungry. 

Make a plan 
Help your child write down a plan, setting goals for eating 

and physical activity. Encourage her to be realistic and build 
in gradual changes. Note: Let her know that fad diets don’t 
work long-term—she won’t keep the weight off—and they 
can be unhealthy for her growing body. 

For example, she could cut down on soda or increase her 
workout time each week. While she might want to set actual 
weight-loss goals, steer her toward healthy habits instead. 
The weight will come off, and she will feel better. 

Keep meals 
regular 

Your teen may 
think that skipping 
breakfast or lunch 
is a good way to lose 
weight. In fact, it can 
lead to bad habits 
like overeating later. 

Eating breakfast first thing in the morning will actually jump-
start his metabolism—which is a good thing! 

Also, eating meals and snacks at roughly the same time 
each day lets your child’s body know what to expect, making 
it less likely that he’ll crave extra snacks. Explain that he 
needs energy from regular meals, and he’ll feel more satisfied 
throughout the day. 

Figure out servings 
Portions play a big role in the suc-

rie and nutrition information applies 

cess of any eating plan. Help your 
teen become more aware of serv-
ing sizes by looking together at 
portion information on food 
labels. Make sure she realizes 
that one package might have 
multiple servings—but the calo-

to only one serving. For instance, even a “small” bag of cook-
ies or chips might contain two to three servings. 

You can also suggest a few “tricks” to make portion sizes 
feel larger. She might use smaller plates and bowls for meals 
and snacks, for instance. When she eats out, she could order 
an appetizer as her meal. Or she can split restaurant entrees— 
which tend to be oversized anyway—with a friend or family 
member. 

Find support 
Losing weight will be easier if your child has support 

from family, friends, or others trying to lose weight. She 
could enroll in a weight management program for teens, a 
class at a local hospital, or a program at her school.  

continued 
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Habits for a Healthy Weight Page 2 

Or she might join forces with 
a friend who also wants to lose 
weight. They could exercise 
together and check in with 
each other about what 
they’re eating—or even call 
for support before reaching 
for a piece of cake. Finally, a 
great way to help your teen 
is for the whole family to eat 
healthfully. She’ll be more apt to stick to her plan if she’s not 
watching her parents or siblings eating hot fudge sundaes! 

Drink to your health! 
Does your teen know that sim-

ply by eliminating soda, he’ll 
probably lose weight? And soda 
isn’t the only culprit in the “liq-
uid calorie” department. In 
fact, many drinks may seem 
like a good choice, but they 
contain sugar—and calories. 
For example, a regular 
20-ounce sports drink has 140 

calories and 36 grams of sugar 
and a 16-ounce bottle of orange 

juice has 206 calories and 37 
grams of sugar. 

Having one of these drinks every once in a while is okay, 
but encourage your child to choose water to stay hydrated 
and healthy. A glass of fat-free milk a day is a healthy addition 
to his diet, too. 

Your child’s weight may fluctuate as she grows. That’s 
normal. But if her weight suddenly jumps, you may want to 
consider these questions: 
● Is she eating more because of stress? Maybe she’s been study-
ing for an important test at school or her best friend decided 
she didn’t want to be friends anymore. A variety of 
things might trigger your teen to start eat-
ing to make herself feel better. Talk to her 
about other ways to boost her mood, like 
listening to upbeat music or getting exer-
cise, which helps her body release “feel 
good” chemicals called endorphins. 
● Is your teen rewarding himself with food? 
If he celebrates doing well on a test with a 
few cupcakes or other calorie-laden treat, 

The emotional side 
you might want to suggest another way to recognize his 
work. Perhaps you could go to the gym together for a game 
of racquetball, or he could go bowling with his friends. Try 
to help your teen see activity, not food, as a reward. 
● Is she putting herself down? Along with overeating, watch 

for your teenager saying things like, “I always 
look fat in these jeans” or “I wish I were 

skinny like Jenny.” An occasional com-
ment can be okay, but too many may 
mean she needs to talk to someone 
other than a parent. Consider talking to 
the counselor at school or your child’s 
health-care provider for advice. Also, 
remind her to be patient—losing 
weight in a healthy way can take time. 

Get hooked 
on exercise 

Encourage your teen to 
make exercise a part of his 
daily routine. Physical activity 
is not only an important part 
of losing weight, it’s a way of 

healthy living. Help him find 
activities he will enjoy, whether 

it’s organized sports (lacrosse, soccer), individual activities 
(running, swimming), working out at a gym, or outdoor pur-
suits like hiking, climbing, or kayaking. 

As with tracking food, encourage your child to record his 
exercise. He should get at least 60 minutes a day. That might 
seem like a lot to do at once, but he can find ways to stay 
active throughout the day. For instance, he could bike instead 
of driving to friends’ houses, take stairs rather than elevators, 
run in place during TV commercials, or walk around the 
block for study breaks. 

Focus on health 
Try to keep the focus on being healthy rather than on how 

your child looks. That can be especially difficult when she’s 
saturated with magazine, internet, and television images of 
super-thin models and actors. Remind her that those images 
are unrealistic. 

Let her know that her self-worth is about who she is as a 
person, not what her body looks like. Then, talk about the 
long-term benefits of maintaining a healthy weight (prevent-
ing heart disease and diabetes, for example). If she appreciates 
that exercise and the right diet are about helping her body 
stay energized and healthy, she might be more motivated to 
continue her good eating habits. 

Editor’s Note: Teen Food & Fitness™ is reviewed by a registered dietitian. Consult a physician before beginning any major change in diet or exercise. 
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Note to parents: Fill in the month and dates, and keep 
your children active every day with these fun ideas! 

M O N T H  

Fitness Fun for Every Day 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

Learn new Take a nature 
back and while recit-
Toss a ball Jump rope 

basketball walk. Start-
forth. Each ing rhymes. moves. Try ing with A, 

time someone catches For ideas, get a book dribbling a ball in front name living things that 
it, he takes a step back. like Joanna Cole’s Anna 

of the the other players, try-
you move rhymes.” 

through your legs. each letter sunny day. “It” chases 
apart can online for “jump rope 

of you, to the side, and begin with Play shadow tag on a 
How far Banana, or search 

alphabet ing to step on their 
and still (ant, shadows. If your 
catch the bird, shadow is caught, 
ball? crocus). you’re “It.” 

At the pool, Tape four Read a biog-
play “tennis” rows of three raphy of a 
with a beach paper plates famous ath-

ball and two pool noo- to the foor, lete. Choose one thing 
dles. Bend the noodles and number them the person does to stay 

dancing as you circle so you’re hold- 1–12. Take turns toss- in shape, and try it as 

times. Example: Put hide-and-seek. Have learned in PE class. Do tape, and write an 
one foot on the oppo- one person hide a ball the activity together. action on each side. 
site knee, and jump or another object, and 

back and forth numbers 
above the water. rolled. 

Invent a new Play a Teach your 

exercise you 
parent an 

Cover a die Give each 
jump, and fast-paced with squares person a 
do it 10 version of of masking 

the seats. run).
running (hop, run, hop, 

ing both ends. ing two dice and plac- a family. 
Use them to ing a hand and foot 
bat the ball on the 

Toss it, along with a 
sideways. race to fnd it. regular die, to see what 

to do (squat) and how 
many times to do it (4). 

and down. your school or he lands. slide, and across 
stool for stepping up the garden at write his initials where yard. der, down the 
for sit-ups, a sturdy unteer to tend each person jump and ning a lap around your lings up the lad-

Set up exer-
helper. 
Weed 

or rake a neigh-
bor’s yard. Vol-

Be an active Hold a Graph family Play Follow 
cise stations broad-jump members’ the Leader 
in the family contest. With heart rates. at a play-

room, and  “do the cir- sidewalk chalk, mark a Take everyone’s pulse ground. Lead your 
cuit.” Examples: a mat starting point. Have before and after run- parents and sib-

community the monkey bars. 
center. 

Gather Have a Do 10 exer-
empty card- pillowcase cises in a 
board boxes race. Each row. The 

f nish line. 
them in. hands, and hops to the lunges. 
a recycling bin, and toss edges up with both Examples: push-ups, 
Stand 6 feet away from pillowcase, holds the the same move twice! 
and plastic bottles. person stands in a catch? You can’t do 

Have a dance 
party. Invite 
friends to 

dance to upbeat music. 
Or play musical chairs, 

Practice pat-
terns while 

exercising. For example, 
alternate hopping and 

spray bottle 
flled with water. 
Blow up a bal-
loon, and have 
everyone keep it 
in the air by spray-
ing it with water. 
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Note to parents: Fill in the month and dates, and keep 
your children active every day with these fun ideas! M O N T H  

Fitness Fun for Every Day 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

Choose 
a word 
of the 

day (play). Every 
time you hear the 
word, do 5 jumping 
jacks or cartwheels. 

Pretend you 
start of a active story 
Celebrate the Lead an 

are picking 
new month time. Read a apples. 

with a trip to a skating short book, and have Stretch up with your groceries away. Take 
rink, bowling alley, everyone move with left hand, then your turns doing 
miniature golf course, the characters (go 

20 times. with soup 
door). 

right. Repeat biceps curls 
or swimming pool. upstairs, open the 

cans (5 repeti-
tions with each 
arm) before putting 
them in the pantry. 

Wage a tug- Choose a Outside on a Have each 
of-war in a movement, hot day, fll family mem-
grassy area such as knee several bal- ber write his 

bends. Call “Green loons with water, and name on an old tennis 
light!” and everyone give each person a ball. Take turns rolling 
does the exercise. Say bowl. See how long you your balls across the 
“Red light!” and every- can toss each balloon yard or foor. Who can 
one stops. from bowl roll his 

to bowl ball the 
without it farthest? 
bursting. 

Combine Go fy a kite! Set a timer With a 
homework On a windy for 10 friend, kick a 
and work- day, head to minutes. soccer ball to 

ing out. Jog in place an open feld with your Straighten up clutter, each other. Each time, 
while you recite the room. Then, family. Take along a mop, dust, or vacuum call out a body part 
states and capitals, for tiptoe back. few kites— as fast as you can. (foot, arm, knee) that 
instance. Every time and a lot of the other person must 
you get one right, energy! use to stop the ball. 
touch your toes. 

Head to a Put a strip of Play an Plan an 
local base- wide mask- active “unplugged 
ball feld. ing tape on version of day” with no 

Throw, catch, the foor or sidewalk. Mother, May I. Give TV, computer, or video 
and hit a ball. Or Walk the “balance commands like “Do 5 games. Instead, ride 
make a diamond beam” forward, back- giant arm circles” or scooters, go on a leaf 
in your yard ward, and sideways. “Do 10 leg lifts.” hunt, or play a neigh-
using old door- borhood fag football 
mats or small game. 
rugs as bases. 

in the middle and eat. (a folded blanket, an 
upside-down bucket) 
placed 20 feet apart. 

slips of paper. Put them a school track. When a running start, and 
in a bag, and take turns you fnish your laps, sit jump over several items 

Write exer- Pack a dinner 

walk around 
picnic, and 

Practice 
cise chal- jumping 
lenges on hurdles. Get 

your 
hands. 

Lift weights 
while help-
ing to put 

using a jump rope. Try 
to create teams of 
equal strength (one 
adult and one child per 
     team, for example). 

Place old pil-
lows on the 
foor. Do for-

ward rolls across the 

Pretend to 
be diferent 
animals. Hop 

like a frog, leap like a 
deer, or slither like a 
snake. 

pulling out one at a 
time. Examples: Do 

a split, walk on 

Editor’s Note: Nutrition Nuggets™ is reviewed by 
a registered dietitian. Consult a physician before 
beginning any major change in diet or exercise. Nutrition Nuggets TM 
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Family Cooking = Learning Fun! 
The kitchen is more than a place to cook and eat—it 

can also be a fun “classroom” for your children. Planning 

and preparing healthy meals together is a great way to 

build reading, math, and science skills. Plus, your kids 

will enjoy eating the results of their “lessons”! 

Planning meals 

Read cookbooks 
Browse through cookbooks or food blogs together, looking 

at the pictures and reading healthy recipes aloud to each other. 
You’ll find new recipes and foods, and your child will get read-
ing practice. Encourage her to look up unfamiliar words (sift, 
thyme) in the cookbook glossary or in a dictionary. Earmark 
recipes to try, and have your youngster make shopping lists— 
she’ll work on writing, spelling, and organization. Idea: Check 
out cookbooks at the library. The librarian can suggest ones 
geared toward children. 

Write a weekly meal plan 
What’s for dinner this week? Let your child help you 

decide on a meal for each evening that includes protein, 
whole grains, vegetables, fruit, and dairy. For instance, say 
your Sunday meal will be salmon with sweet potatoes and 
brussels sprouts. Ask him what’s missing (grains, fruit, and 
dairy) and what foods could fill in the gap (brown rice and 
a side salad of blueberries and feta cheese). Have him make 
a weekly meals calendar to post in your kitchen. 

Shop for deals 
Show your youngster how you use math to save money at  

the grocery store and make decisions about what to buy. Before  
leaving home, let her look through grocery ads for coupons  
and sale items. Have her suggest items for your list based on  
what she sees. Then as you shop, help her figure out the best  
deals. You might say, “If frozen asparagus is regularly $2.50, but  
now it’s $4 for two bags, how much would we save by buying  
two bags?” ($1, because 2 x $2.50  
= $5, and $5 – $4 = $1.) Or  
tell her to compare the  
per-pound price of whole  
chicken, chicken parts,  
and boneless, skinless  
chicken breasts. What’s  
the difference  
in price?  

continued 
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Create a family cookbook 
Let your child put together a cookbook filled with 

healthy recipes for your family. You could start by brain-
storming ways to make his favorite meals 
more nutritious (add pureed butternut 
squash to macaroni and cheese, switch 
to whole-grain spaghetti). Have your 
youngster write and illustrate a 
revised recipe for each dish and 
put the sheets into a three-ring 

binder. Or help him make connections to 
what he’s learning in school by finding 

recipes that relate. If he’s studying 
Greece, he can add a recipe for spana-

kopita (spinach pie), or if he’s learn-
ing Chinese, he might look for 
stir-fries. Tip: Encourage your 
child to be creative by coming up 
with his own recipes or adding 
twists to ones he finds. 

Preparing meals 

Measure ingredients 
Cooking is a natural  

way to practice mea-
suring. Try putting  
your youngster in  
charge of measur-
ing ingredients  
when you cook.  
Have him exper-
iment with dif-
ferent sizes of  
measuring cups  
and spoons to  

discover that 3 tsp. = 1 tbsp. or 2 cups = 1 pint. Also, pose  
math problems as you go: “This recipe calls for  –12 cup chicken  
broth. We’re doubling the recipe—how much broth do we  
need?” (–12  cup x 2 = 1 cup.) Idea: Suggest substitutions or easy  
changes to make recipes healthier. For instance, he could use  
less sugar in a pancake recipe (say, –1 cup instead of  –13 2 cup),  
and see if he notices a difference in the taste. 

Bake and experiment 
What makes muffins and cookies rise? Your youngster can 

explore the science of baking with this experiment. First, find a 
healthy muffin recipe to try—one that includes whole-wheat 
flour and applesauce rather than oil is ideal. Help him make half 
the batch with baking soda and half without. What happens? 
(The ones without baking soda will turn out flat.) Explain that 
baking soda combines with other ingredients to produce air 
bubbles—and these tiny pockets of air allow the muffins to rise. 
Idea: Illustrate this idea simply with water, vinegar, and baking 
soda. Have your child fill a cup halfway with water, stir in 2 tsp. 
baking soda, and slowly add 2 tbsp. vinegar. He’ll see firsthand 
the bubbles that are created. 

See healthy fractions 
Instead of serving your child’s food, let her  

dish it out herself. That way, she can learn the  
healthiest way to fill her plate—and see frac-
tions in action. First, go to choosemyplate.gov  
and talk about what fraction of the colorful  
plate each food group takes up: Vegetables  
and fruit cover  –12  of the plate, grains a little  
over–14, and protein just under  –14. Then, have  
your youngster practice using fractions at  
meal time. She could put peas and melon  
slices on  –12 of her plate, brown rice on  –14, and  
chicken on the last  –14. Ask her to say the num-
ber sentence she just made (–12 + –14 + –14 = 1). 

Make your own ice cream 
Here’s a cool, tasty way for your youngster to 

whip up a batch of healthier ice cream while 
learning about states of matter. 

Help her put 1 cup milk, 1 tsp. sugar, and 1 
tsp. vanilla into a quart-sized plastic freezer bag. 
She should tightly seal the bag, gently pressing 
out the air, and put that bag in a second freezer 
bag, sealing and pressing that one carefully as 
well. Next, have her add ice cubes to a large 
empty can with a lid (for example, a coffee can) 
to fill it halfway. Sprinkle the ice with 1 tbsp. salt. 
Then, she should place the bag inside the can, 
snap on the lid, and roll the can back and forth 
vigorously for 15 minutes. 

When she opens the bags, she’ll see ice cream! 
Explain that the very cold ice (the salt lowers the 
freezing point) turned the liquid mixture into a 
solid. And it’s healthier than store-bought versions 
that have more sugar and fat.  

Editor’s Note: Nutrition Nuggets™ is reviewed by a registered dietitian. Consult a physician before beginning any major change in diet or exercise. 
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 Better Eating
on the Go 

With tweens’ and teens’ busy schedules, it’s no wonder 
they sometimes eat their meals and snacks on the go. But 
just because they’re grabbing something quick doesn’t 
mean the food can’t be healthy, too. Review these tips with 
your children for finding nutritious foods in a hurry. Plus, 
they can make their own “fast food” at home using the 
handy ideas included. 

What to order 
Today’s fast food restaurants offer at least some nutritious 

choices. Here are ways to pick the best options. 

Do your homework 
Encourage your teen to 

look over fast food nutri-
tion facts online or at 
the restaurant. Work 
together to plan 
healthy meals based on 
what he learns. He can 
write down his order 
to carry in his wallet 
or make a note in his 
phone so he’ll remem-
ber what to get. 

Drink water 
Calories, sugar, and fat will add up fast if your tween orders 

a soda or shake with her meal. For example, a 16-oz. “small” 
soda has about 140 calories and 35 grams of sugar. And shakes 
easily top 500 calories and 15 grams or more of fat. Tip: Remind 
your child that water is healthier and cheaper (as in free—just 
ask the server for a cup of water). 

Watch portions 
Recommend that your teen avoid supersizing or buying 

a combo meal. Instead, he can order food items individually 
so he gets exactly what he wants—but in reasonable portion 
sizes and without extra calories. 

Eat slowly 
Even though the food might come out fast, your child 

should take her time eating. You can explain that if she eats 

quickly, it’s more difficult to pay attention to when she feels 
full. Hint: Suggest that she completely chew and swallow each 
bite before taking another. 

Skip the salt shaker 
Fast food is already known for being heavy on salt— 

encourage your tween not to add any more! Staying away 
from salty french fries and processed meat (ham, sausage) 
is another way to cut down on sodium. Tip: Sodium intake 
should not exceed 2,300 mg per day. 

Watch dessert choices 
If your child is in the mood for something sweet, recom-

mend that she stick with fruit (apple slices, banana), a small 
ice cream rather than a sundae, or frozen yogurt with berries 
instead of candy on top. All of those are better choices than 
apple pie or cookies. 

Smart snacks at convenience stores 
Kids often make a quick stop for food at convenience

stores. Help your teen bypass the candy and chips by sug-
gesting more nutritious snacks like these:
● Low-fat string cheese
● Trail mix (individual portion)
● Fat-free yogurt
● Fresh fruit
● Unsalted nuts
● Whole-grain cereal (with less than

5 grams of sugar)
● Fresh vegetables with low-fat dip
● Raisins
● Frozen 100% fruit bars

continued
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Better Eating on the Go Page 2 

Restaurant by restaurant 
Share this guide to help your child make smart choices in 

all different types of fast food places. 

Burger 
● Watch the toppings. Popular additions like bacon or fried 
onions have plenty of fat and almost no nutritional value. 
Consider leaving the cheese off, too. Lettuce, tomato, sliced 
avocado, or other fresh fruits and vegetables, however, make 
excellent toppings! 
● Be picky about sauces. Choose ketchup or mustard instead 
of high-fat mayonnaise or “special sauce.” 

Chicken 
● Go for grilled. Fried chicken is coated in breading before 
being bathed in oil, turning it into a fatty, high-calorie meal. 
Better options are a grilled chicken wrap or grilled nuggets 
(go easy on, or skip, the creamy dipping sauces). 
● Pick side items carefully. If your teen wants potatoes with 
his chicken, steer him toward a baked potato (topped with 
salsa rather than butter and sour cream). Or he could order 
fruit salad or corn on the cob. 

Subs 
● Select lean meats 
(chicken, turkey breast) 
on whole-wheat. Tip: 
Watch out for flavors 
like barbecue or teri-
yaki, which pack a lot 
of sodium. 
● Fill up on vegetables. 
For better nutrition and taste, go ahead and ask for all the 
fresh vegetables to be added! 

Tacos 
● Choose soft tacos, since the hard shells are fried in oil until 
crisp. Hold the sour cream, ask for half the amount of cheese 
and just a little guacamole—it has healthy fats, but a spoon-
ful is enough. 
● Choose plain beans (black, pinto) rather than refried beans 
or those cooked with bacon. 

Asian 
● Get steamed or stir-fried dishes instead of deep-fried ones 
(General Tso’s chicken, for example, is typically deep-fried). 
Add whole grains to the meal by requesting steamed brown 
rice instead of fried or white rice. 
● At sushi places, ask for brown rice. Skip the sushi rolls 
with sauces or fried items, and if you use soy sauce, make 
it low-sodium. 

Pizza 
● Pick thin crust over thick, flavored, or stuffed crust. 
● Top your pie with vegetables and fruits like diced green 
peppers, spinach, or pineapple. Avoid pepperoni, bacon, 
and other fatty options. 

Grab-and-go cups 
One reason fast food is so popular is that it’s convenient.

Your teen can create his own snack and meal cups that are
also easy to take along.

Have him fill small cups or containers with items like
these, store them in the refrigerator or pantry, and add a
plastic fork or spoon. He’ll have everything he needs for a
healthy bite on the go.
PB & veggies

Place peanut butter in the
bottom of a cup, and stand up
carrot and celery sticks in it.
Note: Substitute almond, soy,
or cashew butter if your child
has a peanut allergy.
Energy mix

Combine plain popcorn with mini-pretzels, dried cran-
berries, and walnuts.
Raspberry cheesecake

Spoon in 1–8 cup low-sugar raspberry jam. Add 3–4 cup nonfat
cottage cheese, and 3 crushed low-fat vanilla wafers.
Bean mash-up

Mash together white beans from one 15-ounce can
(drained, rinsed), 1–2 tbsp. olive oil, and chopped red onion,
if desired. Season with pepper and a little salt. Divide into
cups, and top with shredded lettuce or cabbage. 

Editor’s Note: Teen Food & Fitness™ is reviewed by a registered dietitian. Consult a physician before beginning any major change in diet or exercise. 
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Active Inside 
or Outside 

Active play makes the best exercise since it keeps kids 

coming back for more! Encourage your children to stay 

active—whether outside or inside—with these fun 

activities and games. You don’t need fancy equipment 

or a gym membership, just a little creativity. 

OUTDOORS 
Adventure course 

Together, create a course with “hazards.” Your child might 
line up pebbles as a “rock slide” to hop over and scatter hula 
hoops as “pools” to run around. Add a red towel for a “lava 
river” for him to cross by jumping over with both feet. Then, 
take turns completing the course, and time each person. Who 
can get through the fastest? Or make it a follow-the-leader 
game, and take turns being the leader. 

Dress-up relay 
Let your youngster gather two coats, two hats, two scarves,  

and two pairs of gloves. Put each set of clothing into a bag, and  
place the bags on separate chairs at one end of a yard. Have play-
ers divide into two lines and stand 15 yards away from a chair.  
The first person on each team races to the chair and puts on the  
coat, hat, scarf, and gloves. Then she races back and takes off the  
items. The next person puts them on, runs to the chair, removes  
them, puts them back in the bag, and runs back to tag the next  
player. Keep going until one team finishes—and wins.  

Straddle ball 
This game is good for a group. Stand in a circle, facing each 

other with feet wide apart and each foot touching the foot of 

the person next to you. One person rolls a playground ball, 
aiming to get it through another person’s legs before that 
player can stop it with his hands. Note: Players have to keep 
their hands on their knees unless a ball is rolled toward them. 
If the player stops it, he gets a point and rolls it again. If he 
doesn’t, he retrieves the ball and then rolls it (no point 
scored). The first one to get 10 points is the winner. 

Flashlight hide-and-seek 
Grab a flashlight for this fun nighttime game. Give the  

flashlight to one person (“It”), who has to find and tag the  
other players by shining the flashlight on them. Players get a  
30-second head start to hide, and then It goes searching for  
them. The last one found becomes It for the next game. Varia-
tion: When It  
tags a player,  
she hands the  
flashlight over,  
and that person  
becomes It.  
Keep transfer-
ring the flash-
light until  
everyone has  
been found.  

Water balloon toss 
Fill a few water balloons, and plan on getting wet! Form 

two-person teams, and give each team a towel to stretch 
between them (holding it by the corners). Have the teams 
stand a few feet apart and bounce a water balloon from one 
towel to another—without popping the balloon. With each 
toss, take a step away from each other. Play until the balloon 
pops, and then begin again with a new one. 
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INDOORS 

Stuffed animal dance 
For this game, you’ll need one stuffed animal per player. Put  

the stuffed animals in a pile in the middle of the room. Name  
one person the “zookeeper.” Have her turn on music, and every-
one else dances, jumps, and hops around to the beat. As they’re  
dancing, the zookeeper removes one stuffed animal from the  
pile and then stops the music. The players have to grab a stuffed  
animal from the pile, and the person who doesn’t get one is out.  
Keep playing, removing one stuffed animal on each round. The  
last one with an animal gets to be the next zookeeper.  

Workout tower 
Help your child cover 10–12 empty cereal, tissue, or other  

boxes with plain paper. On each box, he should write an exer-
cise (“jumping jacks,” “sit-ups”). To play, take turns adding a  
box to build a tower. Each time, all the players do the exercise  
written on the box. The number of times they do it depends  
on the block’s position in the tower. For example, if a player  
adds the fifth box (“Bounce a ball”), each person bounces a  
ball five times. Then, they repeat the activities from the rest  
of the tower (four jumping jacks, three sit-ups, and so on).  
When the tower topples, start the fun again. 

Sock basketball 
You don’t need a hoop or even a basketball for this game— 

just socks and two laundry baskets! Make the socks into balls  
by folding one sock into another. Then, place the laundry bas-
kets on opposite sides of a room, and divide the room in half  
by laying down a jump rope. Each player has one side of the  
room (if you have more players, form teams). The object of  
the game is to get the most sock balls into the opposing play-
er’s basket. You can try to block the other player’s shots, but  
you can’t cross the line. When all the balls are tossed, count  
the ones in each basket. Whoever landed the most shots wins.  

Bug races 
Tap into your youngster’s imagination with this clever race.  

Use an open space in a basement, hallway, or family room.  
Decide on three “bugs” and their moves. For example, beetles  
could crawl on hands and knees, caterpillars might scoot on  
their tummies, and grasshoppers would crouch and jump for-
ward. Race three times, with all players being the same bug.  
Which bug is the fastest? The silliest?  

Broom hockey 
This two-player game calls for two brooms, a small rubber  

or plastic ball, and two empty cartons. At opposite ends of a  
room, place the boxes on their sides (open end facing in) — 
they’ll be the goals. Give each player a broom, place the ball  
in the middle of the room, and start with a face-off. The play-
ers stand opposite each other, count to three, and use their  
brooms to try to control the ball. Then, each person tries to  
score points by getting the ball into her goal. After a goal is  
scored, begin again with a face-off. The first player to score  
five points wins.   

Editor’s Note: Nutrition Nuggets™ is reviewed by a registered dietitian. Consult a physician before beginning any major change in diet or exercise. 
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